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1. Description of the Scenario 

The scenario describes a school that consists of two buildings which will contain  42 hosts in 

total . The main building is 100metres x 120metres  and contains two storeys, ground and 

first floor. The first floor will hold three rooms that will contain 24 hosts  – The 

administration area with 7 hosts, Reception with 5 hosts and a room for students with 12 

hosts. The first floor has a room that holds 10 hosts for students. The other building that is 

part of the scenario is a studio that is 100 meters away from the main building and contains 

a room with 8 hosts for students. 

 

2. The physical topology of the network 

A very important issue that has to be borne in mind is which hardware will be the most 

convenient to be set up in the school facilities, such as routers, switches, etc. The materials 

used are very important too, type of cables for example. It can have a huge impact on the 

performance and the cost of the network, two aspects that are crucial for the client and as 

professionals it must be taken very seriously.   

 

2.1 Copper versus Optical Fibre. 

There are three spots in the school which are more than 100 meters away from the Comms 

Room, the place that holds the router and the local server.  This distance entails an 

important issue that will have an influence on the physical topology of the network. Copper 

cable which has been around us a long time plays a good role within 100 meters. However, 

when it comes to a bigger distance the use of other devices are needed in order to 

strengthen the signal.  On the other hand, optical fibre solves this problem since can reach a 

further distance without the aid of other devices, such as repeaters or switches. 

Nevertheless, it is more expensive than copper, not because the cable in itself, which is a bit 

more expensive, but the way that the cable ends must be spliced requires an expensive 

machinery.  Therefore, the best solution for this scenario is the combination of both types of 

cables.   

Since it is not possible to talk to the school representatives in order to find out the best 

option for its network, it is considered that CAT5e cable is perfectly suitable for the most 

part of the network structure where the sections are shorter than 100 meters.  It supports 

100Base-xt. For the sections longer than 100 meters optical fibre is the best option since the 

distance issue between the main building and the studio is solved.  Therefore, a very good 

option is the use of OM1 cable. It supports 100base-xt up to 225 meters, which is enough 
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for our scenario. Optical fibre will spare an important problem.  There is no need to worry 

any more about setting up a repeater or a similar device so that the signal reaches its 

destination.  Optical fibre that runs from the main building to the studio can be set up either 

by digging a trench or by throwing a cable across with post.  The Physical Topology of the 

network is the Appendix 1 of this report. 

 

3. Logical Topology 

Once the matters regarding the physical topology have been sorted out, it is the moment to 

start the logical topology in Packet Tracer.  

 

3.1. Choice of number of subnets 

The school is concerned about the security in the network. Therefore, 2 subnets are 

required to strengthen the security.  The school IP is 192.168.1.0/24 which is class C in IPV4 

(Internet Protocol Version Four), this means that the 3 first binary octets are reserved for 

the network and the last one for the number of hosts.   The more reasonable procedure 

would be a split of this network in two subnets, one for the staff and one for the students, 

which are the main distinctions in a tuition centre. 

As said above, the school IP is class C which only gives us the chance of using 8 binary digits. 

It is important to point out that we are using IPV4. This version also allows other two classes 

of IP addresses, class B which reserves 2 octets for the network and 2 octets for host 

numbers and class A which reserves 1 octet for the network and 3 octets for host numbers.  

In terms of possible hosts this means a maximum number of 253. Although, we can have up 

to 256 IPs, three of them are already reserved for other tasks. One IP address refers to the 

network (first IP address 192.168.1.0) , other refers to the broadcast (last IP address 

192.168.1.255)  and the other one refers to the gateway (Second to last IP address 

192.168.1.254) . We also have to keep in mind that creating subnets requires to take at least 

one digit from the host octet.  One digit for 2 subnets, two digits for 4 subnets, etc.   

The first important matter to solve is how many subnets the school is going to need.  As I 

mentioned above, there are two main groups in the school – staff ( 12 hosts) and students   

( 30 hosts). At the beginning,  it was decided that the choice of 4 subnets was the most 

suitable for this scenario, since this split allows 61 hosts per subnet.  If an expansion of the 

student computer facilities were needed, there   would be 31 more hosts available for this 

matter. Furthermore, there would be another advantage, the centre would have the 

possibility to use other 2 extra subnets in the event that they would want to have another 
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group as well as “staff” and “students” ,  such as “teachers” for example. However, a couple 

of questions arose. 

1-  Are two extra subnets going to be really useful?  

2-  Or having more hosts available for an hypothetical expansion would be handier?   

After some research,   it was concluded that 2 subnets are enough for an educational 

centre. It gives 125 hosts for each subnet. 95 host more if the school wanted to expand the 

computer facilities for the students. However, 4 subnets were designed at the beginning for 

the school before drawing this conclusion and the table of this design is the Appendix 2 of 

this report. 

 

3.2. Design of the network. 

Once having decided how many subnets are the best number for the school,  the 

mathematical method for the split of the network will be explained.  The IP address given is 

192.168.1.0/24.  The IP is represented in decimal numbers. However, the computer 

processes this number in binary ones, as shown below.(Figure 1) 

 

School IP address in 
binary numbers 

 
11000000.10101000.00000001.00000000 

School IP address in 
decimal numbers 

192.168.1.0/24 

Subnet Mask in binary 
numbers 

 
11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

Subnet Mask in decimal 
numbers 

255.255.255.0 

 Figure 1 

The subnet mask determines which part of the address number is for the network and 

which part of the address number is for the hosts, ones are used to represent the network 

and ceros to represent the hosts. The digits in red represent the network, the digits in black 

the hosts. However, for two subnets we will need an extra digit that will be taken from the 

fourth octet which will be in charge of splitting the network in two.  A binary digit can be 

either 0 or 1. Therefore, this is what determines the number of Subnets. If the school 

needed 4 subnets 2 digits would be required since the combination of 2 binary digits gives 4 

possible combinations.(Figure 2) 

OO O1 1O 11 

     Figure 2 

Once the split is carried out the IP address and Subnet Mask will look as follows(figure 3): 
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School IP address in 
binary numbers  

 
11000000.10101000.00000001.00000000 

School IP address in 
decimal numbers 

192.168.1.0/25 

Subnet Mask    in binary 
numbers 

11111111.11111111.11111111.10000000 

Subnet Mask in decimal 
numbers 

255.255.255.128 

  Figure 3 

 

In this case, we only need 1 digit that gives 2 possible combinations either 0 or 1.  It is 

possible to observe that the first binary digit of the last octet, which is in red now, belongs 

to the network. The rest of the binary digits are seven, in black now, and they belong to the 

host portion. 

3.3. Network Grid 

Network 
name Subnet 

1rst IP 
usable 100th Usable Last usable Broadcast Subnet Mask 

Staff 192.168.1.0 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.100 192.168.1.126 192.168.1.127 255.255.255.128 

Students 192.168.1.128 192.168.1.129 192.168.1.228 192.168.1.254 192.168.1.255 
  

STAFF SUBNET 

Admin IP Address Gateway Subnet Mask 

Computer 1 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Computer 2 192.168.1.2 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Computer 3 192.168.1.3 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Computer 4 192.168.1.4 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Computer 5 192.168.1.5 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Computer 6 192.168.1.6 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Ad.Printer 192.168.1.7 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Reception IP Address Gateway Gateway 

Computer 7 192.168.1.8 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Computer 8 192.168.1.9 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Computer 9 192.168.1.10 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Computer 
10 192.168.1.11 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 

Re.Printer 192.168.1.12 192.168.1.126 255.255.255.128 
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STUDENTS NETWORK 

Ground 
floor IP Address Gateway Subnet Mask 

Computer 11 192.168.1.129 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 12 192.168.1.130 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 13 192.168.1.131 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 14 192.168.1.132 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 15 192.168.1.133 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 16 192.168.1.134 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 17 192.168.1.135 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 18 192.168.1.136 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 19 192.168.1.137 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 20 192.168.1.138 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 21 192.168.1.139 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

GF.Printer 192.168.1.140 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

First floor IP Address Gateway Subnet Mask 

Computer 22 192.168.1.141 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 23 192.168.1.142 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 24 192.168.1.143 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 25 192.168.1.144 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 26 192.168.1.145 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 27 192.168.1.146 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 28 192.168.1.147 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 29 192.168.1.148 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 30 192.168.1.149 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

1F.Printer 192.168.1.150 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Studio     IP Address Gateway Subnet Mask 

Computer 31 192.168.1.151 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 32 192.168.1.152 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 33 192.168.1.153 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 34 192.168.1.154 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 35 192.168.1.155 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 36 192.168.1.156 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Computer 37 192.168.1.157 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

Studio Printer 192.168.1.158 192.168.1.254 255.255.255.128 

 

3.4. Hardware 

Everything starts by choosing the hardware that will make the network up. Every room that 

holds computers will be represented in Packet Tracer with a switch, a generic PC and a 

Generic printer. The router and the server are placed in the Comms Room. For further 

information of the hardware position, please refer to the Physical Topology Plan of the 

school (Appendix 1) 
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3.5. The DNS and WEB Local Server 

The first step of the logical topology carried out is the local server and the router 

installation. The router chosen to simulate the network is a 2621XM (Figure 4). A generic 

server is selected from the end devices. A cross-over copper cable is required for the proper 

operation between the router and the server. One end is connected to the FastEthernet 1/0 

port of the router and the other one goes to the FastEthernet port of the server. Then the 

local server and the FastEthernet 1/0 of the router are configured. (Figure 5 and 5.1) 

 

  Figure 4 

Server Configuration 

IP Address 200.200.1.254 

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 

Gateway 200.200.1.1 

Figure 5 

 

Local router FastEthernetPort 1/0 configuration: 

 

Ip address 200.200.1.1 

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 

            Figure 5.1 

 

 

3.6. Staff  Subnet 

 

 The second stage of the logical topology carried out is the Staff subnet. Copper straight-

through cable is used to connect the router to a switch place in Admin and another switch 

placed in the first floor student room (Figure 6). From the switch placed in administration, 

two copper cross-over cables are connected to two end devices which are in the mentioned 

room, a Generic PC and Generic printer. Copper cross-over cable runs from the switch in 
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Admin to other Switch in reception that will hold another two end devices. The distance 

between the Comms Room and Admin is 50 meters, the same distance that there is from 

Admin to Reception. So, the switch in admin works as a repeater to strengthen the signal for 

reception. The next step is to configure the end devices and the Ethernet port router 0/0 by 

setting up the following fields (Figure 7): 

End devices configuration: 

IP Address 192.168.1.1 

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.128 

     Figure 7 

As static addressing is being used it is also necessary to configure the gateway, which is the 

IP address of the router that manages this subnet. Plus, the DNS Server, which is the IP 

address of the school local server that provides access to the internet(Figure 8). 

Gateway 192.168.1.126 

DNS server 200.200.1.254 

    Figure 8 

Note that the only thing that changes in other devices is the IP address. 

 

Local router FastEthernetPort 0/0 configuration (Figure 9): 

Ip address 192.168.1.126 

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.128 

    Figure 9 
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Figure 6 

3.7. Student Subnet 

 

Next step is the student Subnet( Figure 12). Copper cable is used to connect the router to a 

switch placed in the first floor student room. Two ends devices are setting up in this room 

using copper straight-through cable. The switch used is an empty one that allows to install 

Fastethernet modules for plugging in optical fibre. The switch placed in the first floor 

student room runs two optical fibre cables. One goes to one switch placed in the ground 

floor student room and the other one goes to another switch in the studio student room. 

Using Optical fibre cable in these two cases solves the problem of the distance, especially in 

the Studio case since cable has to run from one building to other along the street.  It is 

necessary to configure both end devices and FastEthernet port router 0/1 of this subnet as 

well (Figures 10 and 11) 

 

 

End devices configuration: 

IP Address 192.168.1.129 

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.128  

Gateway 192.168.1.254 

DNS Server 200.200.1.254 

    Figure 10 

Router Fastethernet Port 0/1 configuration: 

Ip address 192.168.1.254 

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.128 

    Figure 11 
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Figure 12 

 

3.8. The internet server 

One more server has to be installed so that the internet can be simulated (Figure 13).  For 

this step, a generic server and a new router are needed. The procedure to set up this part of 

the network is the same as the one followed for the local server. The only difference is that 

the information about this one has not been given in the scenario. Therefore, it has to be 

made up in order to configure the devices (Figures 14 and 15).  

 

 

Internet Server Configuration 

IP Address 195.168.1.1 

Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 

Gateway 195.168.1.254 

Figure 14 

 

 Internet Router FastEthernetPort 0/0 configuration: 

 

Ip address 195.168.1.254 
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Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 

    Figure 15 

 

Figure 13 

 

3.9. Connection between routers 

For this stage, connecting both routers with each other is needed (Figure 18). A serial DCE 

cable is selected. Routers are connected by plugging the cable in each Serial 0/0 port. Note 

that for the good operation of this network, the clock rate option of one of the router has to 

be set (Figure 16 and 17).  

Serial 0/0 internet router configuration 

IP Address 20.22.23.1 

Subnet Mask 255.0.0.0 

Clock Rate 1000000 

Figure 16 

Serial 0/0 local router configuration 

IP Address 20.22.23.2 

Subnet Mask 255.0.0.0 

Figure 17 

Note there is no need to se up the clock rate in this router. 
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Figure 18 

 

3.10. The static configuration of the Routers. 

The scenario is nearly finished. The second to last stage is the configuration of the Static 

routes in both routers so that the local router knows about the networks behind the 

internet router and vice versa. In other words, information cannot be sent successfully from 

one network to the other if the static has not been configured (Figure 19 and 20). 

 

Internet router static configuration 

 Network Mask Next Hop 

Local Server 200.200.1.0 255.255.255.0 20.22.23.2 

Staff Subnet 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.128 20.22.23.2 

Student Subnet 192.168.1.128 255.255.255.128 20.22.23.2 

Figure 19 

Local router configuration 

 Network Mask Next Hop 

Internet Server 195.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 20.22.23.1 

Figure 20 

3.11. DNS Local Server configuration. 

Last but not least, the DNS configuration (Figure 21). DNS in the local server has to be 

configured so that by using the end devices browsers it is possible to access to the school 

website typing in the web domain rather than the IP address. 
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Name www.internetserver.com 

Address 195.168.1.1 

     Figure 21 

4. Problems encountered after the network was set up. 

 

4.1. Problems encountered in the hardware. 

 

4.1.1 Copper straight-through cable between switches 

Straight-through cable was installed between switches. However, the green lights did not 

come up. It was considered that it could be a problem of configuring switches (Figure 22).  

 

Figure 22 

Nevertheless, switches do not need to be configured. At last, it was found out that between 

switches copper cross-over cable must be installed. 

 

4.2   Problems encountered in the configuration of the hosts. 

Before carrying out any experiment the network needed to be tested. This was done by 

sending a packet from every host to every host and check the results (Figure 23 and 24).  

STAFF SUBNET 

Source IP Address Destination Result 

Computer 1 192.168.1.1 Rest of Hosts All successful 

Ad.Printer 192.168.1.7 Rest of Hosts All Successful 

Computer 8 192.168.1.9 Rest of hosts All Successful 

Re.Printer 192.168.1.12 Rest of hosts All Successful 

  
Figure 23 
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    STUDENTS SUBNET 

Source IP Address Destination Result 

Computer 11 192.168.1.129 Rest of Hosts All Failure 

GF.Printer 192.168.1.140 Rest of hosts All Successful 

Computer 22 192.168.1.141 Rest of hosts 

Hosts in the same 
subnet successful. Rest 
of the hosts failure 

1F.Printer 192.168.1.150 Rest of hosts All Successful 

Computer 31 192.168.1.151 Rest of hosts All Successful 

Studio Printer 192.168.1.158 Rest of hosts All Successful 

     Figure 24 

4.2.1 Com11 failed sending a ping to every host 

When sending packets from Com11 to other hosts in the network, they all resulted in failure 

as shown below (Figure 25). 

 

     Figure 25 

The simulation mode showed an ARP request followed by a STP from every switch to its 

hosts and there was no reply from the destination host at all. After checking the Com11 

configuration it was noticed that the IP address was incorrect (Figure 25): 
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    Figure 25 

The correct IP address was 192.168.1.129. After changing it, Com 11 began working 

properly. 

4.2.2 Com22 only succeed sending packet to its Subnet. 

Sending packets from Com22 to the subnet where it belonged met with success. Whereas 

sending packets out the mentioned subnet did not work (Figure 26),  

 

    Figure 26 

The problem in this case was that the Gateway was mistyped (Figure 27). 
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    Figure 27 

4.2.3  Impossible to open website by typing in Domain in the web 

browser 

Trying to access to www.internetserver.com  by using web browser from any host was found 

impossible (Figure 28).  

 

    Figure 28 

The problem was found in the host configuration. They all had the wrong DNS server filled 

in (Figure 29). 

http://www.internetserver.com/
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     Figure 29 

 

5 Experiments 

 

5.1 Ping Command experiment 

The Ping command is used in order to diagnose the state of one host with others hosts in a 

network by sending request and reply ICMPs. 

To carry out this experiment a PDU will be sent from Com7 to Com22. For this, the 

Command Prompt of Com7 is launched and a Ping command followed by the IP Address of 

Com22 is typed in (Figure 30). 
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    Figure 30 

As a result of this command, 4 packets have been sent and they all with a successful reply 

from the destination host. 

 

5.2  Tracert Command experiment 

A Tracert Command is carried out when is needed to know the way that a packet follows 

from a source device to a destination device. So for example, the way that Com1 follows in 

order to reach the internet server in the school scenario. 

The Command Prompt window is opened in Com1. Then, the command tracert is typed in 

follows by the destination IP address or the domain, for example www.internetserver.com as 

shown below (Figure 31): 

http://www.internetserver.com/
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     Figure 31 

This Command is very useful because in real life it is very unlikely to check  the hops 

physically speaking as it is done in packet tracert. 

 

 

5.3 Address Resolution Protocol experiment 

The second experiment carried out is the ARP. A packet is sent from Com11 to Com22. 

When a Packet Data Unit is sent, the Source Computer will have to find the destination 

computer by checking its IP address (Figure 31). 
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e

 

    Figure 31 

It is possible to observe in figure 31 the SOURCE MAC and the TARGET IP but not the 

TARGET MAC because Com11 does not know yet. 

When the PDU reaches the first ground switch, this will resend an ARP along its Collision 

Domains, in other words, the switch will resend the ARP to the printer in the ground floor 

and the switch in the first floor. Then, the switch in the first floor will repeat this pattern and 

the rest of the switches until the PDU reaches the device with the IP address destination 

which will be the only one to reply the ARP request by sending a Packet with its Mac 

Address to the device that made the request, as shown below (Figure 32): 

 

      Figure 32 

When the Packet reaches Com11 brings the Mac address of Com 31 with it. This is the way 

how the computer searches the Mac. It is possible to show this with a command ARP in the 

command prompt of computer 11 (Figure 32). 
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    Figure 32 

Next time that a PDU is sent, it is sent as ICMP. There is no need to send the ARP again 

because Com11 knows Com31 Mac address. Furthermore, the switches in the broadcast 

domain will not send the ARP to every port either since the Mac address of the destination 

computer has been stored in their table as shown below (Figure 33). 

 

    Figure 33 

As the Tracert Command, the ARP one is also very useful, bearing in mind that in real life it 

is hard to check every host physically speaking. 
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DNS Query Experiment 

 

This experiment is carried out by opening the web browser in Com1 and typing 

www.internetserver.com  in the URL Bar (Figure 34) 

 

 

    Figure 34 

Com1 releases a DNS query which takes the UDP source and destination port number with 

it.  The PDU will go through every hop on its way until reaching the Local Server. Then, the 

local server sends a DNS reply which also has the same information mentioned above until it 

reaches Com1 (Figure 35). 

 

http://www.internetserver.com/
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    Figure 35 

When the reply reaches the source of the request, the web browser of Com1 is able to open 

the website (Figure 36). 

 

    Figure 36 
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Appendix 1 – Four Subnet Design 

 

Network 
name Network 

1rst IP 
usable 50th Usable 

Staff 192.168.1.0 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.50 

Students 192.168.1.64 192.168.1.65 192.168.1.100 

Network C 192.168.1.128 192.168.1.129 192.168.1.150 

Network D 192.168.1.192 192.168.1.193 192.168.1.200 

    

    STAFF NETWORK 

Admin IP Adress Gateaway Subnetmask 

Computer 1 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Computer 2 192.168.1.2 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Computer 3 192.168.1.3 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Computer 4 192.168.1.4 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Computer 5 192.168.1.5 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Computer 6 192.168.1.6 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Ad.Printer 192.168.1.7 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Reception IP Adress Gateaway Gateaway 

Computer 7 192.168.1.8 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Computer 8 192.168.1.9 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Computer 9 192.168.1.10 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Computer 10 192.168.1.11 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

Re.Printer 192.168.1.12 192.168.1.62 255,255,255,192 

    

    STUDENTS NETWORK 

Ground 
floor IP Adress Gateaway Subnetmask 

Computer 11 192.168.1.65 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 12 192.168.1.66 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 13 192.168.1.67 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 14 192.168.1.68 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 15 192.168.1.69 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 16 192.168.1.70 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 17 192.168.1.71 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 18 192.168.1.72 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 19 192.168.1.73 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 20 192.168.1.74 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 21 192.168.1.75 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

GF.Printer 192.168.1.76 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

First floor IP Adress Gateaway Subnetmask 

Computer 22 192.168.1.77 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 
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Computer 23 192.168.1.78 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 24 192.168.1.79 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 25 192.168.1.80 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 26 192.168.1.81 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 27 192.168.1.82 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 28 192.168.1.83 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 29 192.168.1.84 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 30 192.168.1.85 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

1F.Printer 192.168.1.86 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Studio     IP Adress Gateaway Subnetmask 

Computer 31 192.168.1.87 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 32 192.168.1.88 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 33 192.168.1.89 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 34 192.168.1.90 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 35 192.168.1.91 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 36 192.168.1.92 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Computer 37 192.168.1.93 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 

Studio 
Printer 192.168.1.94 192.168.1.126 255,255,255,192 
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Appendix 2 – Physical topology plan 
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Appendix 3 – Collision and broadcast domains diagram   Red circles represent collision domains 

                Blue circles represent broadcast domains 

 


